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replace him in hopes of leading the students to
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technology, bizarre powers and...tentacles?! Ever

Koro Sensei tells all: his former profession, his

caught yourself screaming, “I could just kill that
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unique cephalopod physiognomy, the love of his
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field trip goes terribly wrong when two 3-E girls
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are abducted. Who will come to their rescue...? --

students of 3-E. Everyone receives some good news
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goal. But the peace is broken when the world’s

Ever caught yourself screaming, "I could just kill

nations miraculously manage to coordinate their

that teacher"? What would it take to justify such

efforts long enough to launch a plan to assassinate
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teacher Karasuma down, Karma and his friends face

who let his grades slip and got kicked off the

terrible odds. And even if they defeat their foes,
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how will they wrest the antidote from them?
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Gakushu and rest of the Big Four students find out,

of repairing his students’ tattered self-esteem? --
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it’s time for the school’s midterm competition as

Ever caught yourself screaming, "I could just kill

well, but when some 3-E students accidentally

that teacher"? What would it take to justify such
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antisocial behavior and weeks of detention?
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2016-10-04 Mr. Karasuma gives the 3-E students
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superpowered uniforms...with great results. What

Koro Sensei’s lessons in verbal defense are put to

amazing feats will they perform in their snazzy

the test when Karma must use his brains instead of

new outfits? Then, Mr. Karasuma gives Ms. Vitch a

his brawn to rescue a classmate. Then things finally

bouquet for her birthday...with disastrous results.

begin to go smoothly for the students of 3-E.

Next, a 3-E teacher is kidnapped by master assassin

Everyone receives some good news about their

the Grim Reaper, who threatens to kill his hostage

futures, and Nagisa settles on a career goal. But the

if the students tell anyone. Their rescue attempt

peace is broken when the world’s nations

goes horribly awry, and soon they are the ones in

miraculously manage to coordinate their efforts long

need of rescuing! But at what cost to the world...? --

enough to launch a plan to assassinate Koro

VIZ Media

Sensei—with the aid of the strongest mercenary in
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the world and an ultimate weapon! Will anyone

2015-12-01 The 3-E students hope to kill on their

break ranks to protect everyone’s favorite tentacled

final exams to win not only respect but a special

teacher...? -- VIZ Media

reward. Over summer break, Nagisa, Sugino, and
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Maehara play amateur entomologist with...a girl?

Meet the would-be assassins of class 3-E: Sugino,

After rigorous training with the greatest assassin of
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all, the class launches their best assassination plan

combat Teach's alien technology, bizarre powers

yet! Now who will save our would-be assassins

and...tentacles?! Mr. Karasuma gives the 3-E

from a mysterious biological weapon...? -- VIZ

students superpowered uniforms…with great
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results. What amazing feats will they perform in
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their snazzy new outfits? Then, Mr. Karasuma

2018-04-03 In the aftermath of tragedy, the students

gives Ms. Vitch a bouquet for her birthday…with

of 3-E nevertheless march proudly in their

disastrous results. Next, a 3-E teacher is kidnapped

graduation ceremony. Will their futures still unfold

by master assassin Death, who threatens to kill his

as planned? And what will they do with their

hostage if the students tell anyone. Their rescue

reward money...? Then, enjoy a long side story

attempt goes horribly awry, and soon they are the

revealing what Koro Sensei was really up to over

ones in need of rescuing! But at what cost to the
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world…?
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with all-new characters, set in a dystopian future. --
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VIZ Media
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difficult enough, but now his creator, mad scientist

2017-02-07 Lowly Class E and elite Class A compete

Yanagisawa, and his former protégé, Grim Reaper

for the most customers at their school festival booths.

II, join the battle to destroy him—and they’ve both

So far, the students of Class E are holding their own,

had major enhancements! But the stakes abruptly

despite their location on the mountaintop. Then a

change when a 3-E student is fatally caught in the

parade of familiar faces, some welcome and

crossfire... If there’s one thing that enrages 3-E’s

some...not so much...drop by with surprising

teacher, it’s harming—let alone killing—his

consequences. Will Principal Asano’s son Gakushu

students! Koro Sensei’s fury and ingenuity know no
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bounds, even as fate inexorably catches up to him... -

leader of Class A? Who could possibly replace him

- VIZ Media
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caught yourself screaming, "I could just kill that
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teacher"? What would it take to justify such
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The students of 3-E turn a surplus of eggs to good

Manga Series jump for joy after receive this

use--in pursuit of their usual goal. Karasuma teaches

Calendar! This Limited Edition 2020-2023 Calendar

them the art of parkour while Koro Sensei teaches

will be a great gift for lovers of all ages and also just

them the game of cops and robbers. Then, someone

for someone who's watching this series.

is stealing lingerie, and naturally Koro Sensei is the

Specification: Premium Matte Cover 8,5 "x 11" 48

prime suspect! But is he being framed...and if so, by

pages (3-year calendar) + bonus 57 pages for taking

whom? Lastly, biologically modified Itona discovers

notes or drawing We make every effort to ensure

that sometimes tentacles can be a burden rather

that our products provide you or your friends with

than a gift. He puts everything he's got into his

the highest quality of use. We also have other

latest assassination attempt on Koro Sensei...but who

products in this series. To check, click on the link

will save Itona from himself?!

with the author's name under the product title.
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Contact us. Do you have a question? Write to us at

2017-08-01 The class is divided: one half wants to

the e-mail address that you will find on the first

carry on with the plan to assassinate Koro Sensei,

page using the 'Look inside' function above the

while the other half wants to save him. So Koro

main picture. Enjoy shopping and have fun!

Sensei splits them into two teams, led by Nagisa and

Assassination Classroom Yusei Matsui 2015-08-04

Karma, and has them battle it out. The students of

Intramural relations are at an all-time low: Principal

3-E draw on everything they’ve learned so far to

Asano wants to crush Koro Sensei’s 3-E baseball

battle for or against Koro Sensei’s life! Then, to

team while Koro Sensei wants to avenge Principal

uphold their now unified goal, they need to

Asano’s sabotage of 3-E’s midterms. Then the

infiltrate the International Space Station... -- VIZ

government sends in a new Special Forces
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operative—a ruthless father figure who tests
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Karasuma’s combat coaching skills. You’ll never

2017-10-03 Nagisa and Karma travel to the

guess which student does him proud! And when

International Space Station in hopes of learning the

Koro Sensei digs a swimming pool to help his

secret to saving Koro Sensei’s life. Meanwhile,

students cool off, they discover a new weakness of

Yanagisawa and the upstart Grim Reaper II train

his—as well as how cute their classmates look in

ever harder to assassinate him. Then, when

swimsuits! -- VIZ Media

academic setbacks lower the spirits of his students,
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Koro Sensei comes up with an ingenious—or

Ever caught yourself screaming, "I could just kill

perhaps idiotic—way to cheer them up. Next,

that teacher"? What would it take to justify such

Valentine’s Day arrives! Will any of the 3-E

antisocial behavior and weeks of detention?

students or teachers find true love? And will the

Especially if he's the best teacher you've ever had?

meddling and teasing of the others help or hinder

Giving you an "F" on a quiz? Mispronouncing your

Cupid’s arrow in finding its target...? -- VIZ Media

name during roll call...again? How about blowing up

Assassination Classroom Complete Box Set Yusei

the moon and threatening to do the same to Mother

Matsui 2019-09-03 The complete bestselling

Earth--unless you take him out first?! Plus a reward

Assassination Classroom series is now available in a

of a cool 100 million from the Ministry of Defense!

boldly designed, value-priced box set! Includes 21

Okay, now that you're committed... How are you

volumes of this unique tale of a mysterious, smiley-

going to pull this off? What does your pathetic class

faced, tentacled, superpowered teacher who guides

of misfits have in their arsenal to combat Teach's

a group of misfit students to find themselves—while

alien technology, bizarre powers and...tentacles?!

doing their best to assassinate him. Action-packed,
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hilarious, and heartwarming, this title is famous for

Especially if he's the best teacher you've ever had?

moving fans to tears through their laughter...

Giving you an "F" on a quiz? Mispronouncing your

Includes an exclusive, full-color, mini “yearbook”

name during roll call...again? How about blowing up

filled with images of favorite characters in different

the moon and threatening to do the same to Mother

art styles and contexts (previously unreleased in the

Earth—unless you take him out first?! Plus a

English editions). Ever caught yourself screaming,

reward of a cool 100 million from the Ministry of

“I could just kill that teacher” What would it take to

Defense! Okay, now that you're committed... How

justify such antisocial behavior and weeks of

are you going to pull this off? What does your

detention? Especially if he’s the best teacher you’ve

pathetic class of misfits have in their arsenal to

ever had and determined to help you discover your

combat Teach's alien technology, bizarre powers

hidden talents, raise your grades, and acquire

and...tentacles?!

opportunities you never dreamed possible? How
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about blowing up the moon and threatening to do

Nagisa risks it all in an attempt to take down the

the same to Mother Earth—unless you take him out

mastermind behind the biological attack on his

first?! Plus a reward of a cool 100 million from the

classmates. After the dust settles, Koro Sensei gives

Ministry of Defense! Okay, now that you’re

his all to ignite summer romance between his

committed... How are you going to pull this off?

students. Turns out their English teacher Ms.

What does your pathetic class of misfits have in

Jelavitch has her sights on someone...and everyone

their arsenal to combat Teach’s alien technology,

wants to help her get her target—er, the man of

bizarre powers and...tentacles?!

her dreams. Then, back at school, one of the
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students defects from the 3-E ranks for all the

Several secret pasts are finally revealed this

wrong reasons. How will they win him back before

volume: The tragedy that led Principal Asano to

he inflicts irrevocable damage on them all...?! -- VIZ

develop his harsh—some would say brutal, sadistic

Media

and inhumane—pedagogical methods, the
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relationship that gives one 3-E student a personal

What does a pathetic class of misfits have in their

motivation to assassinate her teacher, and even Koro

arsenal to combat their schoolteacher’s alien

Sensei’s origin story! Will the students be more or

technology, bizarre powers and...tentacles?! Ever

less motivated to assassinate their teacher after they

caught yourself screaming, “I could just kill that

know his former secret identity? And what lengths

teacher”? What would it take to justify such

will shy Nagisa go to in order to rein in the student

antisocial behavior and weeks of detention?

who wants to get revenge on Koro Sensei? Also, it’s

Especially if he’s the best teacher you’ve ever had?

time for...lunch theater! Which member of 3-E will

Giving you an “F” on a quiz? Mispronouncing your

be the star? -- VIZ Media

name during roll call...again? How about blowing up

Love*com 7 Aya Nakahara 2008-07-01 When Risa

the moon and threatening to do the same to Mother

Koizumi, the tallest girl in the class, and Atsushi

Earth—unless you take him out first?! Plus a

Otani, the shortest guy in the class, are cast as stars

reward of a cool 100 million from the Ministry of

of a bizarre romantic comedy, they find their

Defense! Okay, now that you’re committed... How

friendship growing into something more complex.

are you going to pull this off? What does your
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pathetic class of misfits have in their arsenal to

Ever caught yourself screaming, "I could just kill

combat Teach’s alien technology, bizarre powers

that teacher"? What would it take to justify such

and...tentacles?! In the aftermath of tragedy, the

antisocial behavior and weeks of detention?

students of 3-E nevertheless march proudly in their
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graduation ceremony. Will their futures still unfold

illustrations. Stress Relieving For Anyone. Book

as planned? And what will they do with their

Features: 52 pages Suitable for all ages Each design

reward money…? Then, enjoy a long side story

is printed on a separate page to prevent bleed-

revealing what Koro Sensei was really up to over

though

winter break! Can Koro Sensei truly make a friend

Assassination Classroom Yusei Matsui 2014 Un

and ally out of anyone…?! Plus, a bonus short story

deuxième nouvel élève arrive dans la classe E. Il

with all-new characters, set in a dystopian future.

semble beaucoup plus redoutable que Ritsu, mais

Assassination Classroom 2 Yusei Matsui 2015-12-18

quelles sont au juste ses surprenantes capacités de

Ein übermächtiges Tentakelmonster mit

tueur ?! Le mystère de la naissance de M Koro va

Smileygesicht droht die Erde zu zerstören. Aber

petit à petit se dévoiler !!

erst nächstes Jahr... Bis dahin unterrichtet das
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Monster die Klasse 9-E der Kunugigaoka Junior

2015-04-07 The latest addition to the misfit students

Highschool. Welcome to the Assassination

of Class 3-E is a Norwegian robot specially designed

Classroom!

to assassinate their teacher—but sadly lacking in

Assassination Classroom Coloring Book Ouharo Kaiba

social skills. Nothing Koro Sensei can’t cure with a

2020-09-25 "This book makes a perfect gift for your

little super-fast tentacle work! When playboy

friend or your son that love Assassination Classroom"

Maehara gets dissed by a girl for being in Class 3-E,

large page size 8.5" x 11"25 Unique Illustrations 25

revenge is clearly warranted—and Koro Sensei can

resampled coloring pagesEach illustration is printed

help with that too! Then Irina, the English

on a separate sheet to avoid bleed through Coloring

language teacher/sexy assassin, gets a visit from her

book for boys and girls Adults.Best gift for your

murder mentor. -- VIZ Media

friend or your son. Exclusive illustrations. large
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8.5x11 size. "Coloring book for boys and girls " We

2015-10-06 The 3-E students discover that Koro

hope you will enjoy our coloring book:25 HIGH-

Sensei’s greatest weakness might be a common

QUALITY illustrations 8.5x11"Assassination

substance. Will they be able to use it to assassinate

Classroom characters coloring books for adults, We

him while he helps Meg, formerly of the varsity

can use pencils, crayons or felt tip

swim team, with her greatest weakness? The next
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assassination attempt, implemented by Terasaka, is

2015-06-02 English teacher Irina’s assassination

more elaborate but endangers his fellow students.

mentor makes an appearance and the two compete-

Can he save them without saving his target? Then,

using special agent Karasuma as their target.

the top class at school, including Principal Asano’s

Another transfer student/would-be assassin joins the

son, conspires to prevent 3-E from ever rising closer

class, accompanied by a guardian who claims to be

to the top! -- VIZ Media

Koro Sensei’s...little brother?! A tentacle showdown
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ensues, sending everyone into a tentacle tizzy.

What does a pathetic class of misfits have in their

Then, the 3-E students face humiliation yet again

arsenal to combat their schoolteacher’s alien

during a school baseball exhibition match. Plus,

technology, bizarre powers and...tentacles?! Ever

more secrets of Koro Sensei’s mysterious past

caught yourself screaming, "I could just kill that

revealed...! -- VIZ Media

teacher"? What would it take to justify such

Assassination Classroom Coloring Book Metroo

antisocial behavior and weeks of detention?

Lovers Manga 2020-10-30 Assassination Classroom

Especially if he's the best teacher you've ever had?

Anime Coloring Book is a great gift for kids, teens,

Giving you an "F" on a quiz? Mispronouncing your

and adults. with high-quality characters

name during roll call...again? How about blowing up
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the moon and threatening to do the same to Mother

before he and Ms. Vitch do? And how will Mr.

Earth—unless you take him out first?! Plus a

Karasuma face Death? Then, despite his vow to

reward of a cool 100 million from the Ministry of

destroy the planet in March, Koro Sensei offers

Defense! Okay, now that you're committed... How

career counseling to his students. Nagisa’s

are you going to pull this off? What does your

professional goal raises some serious issues. And

pathetic class of misfits have in their arsenal to

finally, it’s time for the next school festival

combat Teach's alien technology, bizarre powers

showdown. Class A and Class E compete for the

and...tentacles?! The Grim Reaper sets up a lethal

most customers. If they build it, will they come…to

trap that buries Mr. Karasuma and Ms. Vitch alive.

the top of 3-E’s remote mountaintop?

Will Mr. Karasuma’s repressed feelings surface
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